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CHAPTER IV 

ANALYSIS 

 

 

This analysis divided into three. The first part explain about the hand signal 

variations. The second part explain about the social background that influences the 

using of hand signal. And the last part explain about the impact of hand signal 

variations in communication. 

 

4.1 The Variation of Hand Signal 

The writer observed the use of hand signals in the deaf community. 40 out of 

100 Swadesh words are chosen. These words are used to observe the variations 

accured. The writer observed that there are variations in the use of hand signals. The 

variations happen in the level of location, shape and movement of the signal. In other 

words, the signals have the same shape but different movement or vice versa.  

The writer analyze the hand signal variations from the location, shape and 

movement (see appendix 3). The word analyzed are only 34 words because six words 

have no variations. It means all the respondents convey same signs for a word. So 

there will be 510 variations. From location derives 36 variations, shape derives 445 

variations and movement derives 24 variations.   

Location: 36  x 100%  = 7,05%   Shape: 445   x 100%   = 87,05% 

                510      510 
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The Variations

Location

Shape

Movement

Movement: 24  x 100%  = 4,7% 

       510 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From the chart, we can see that the hand signal variations happen in the level of 

shape. Some respondents convey different signal which have totally different shape. 

These pictures below are examples of the hand signal variations. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chart 4.1  
The Variations in the level of shape, location and movement 

Gambar 4.1 
Variations - Dry 
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Besides shape, the variations can happen in the level of movement and location. 

The variations of location is a same sign with different place, and the variations of 

movement is a same shape and place but different movement.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

From the variations, some words have no variation. Others have two variations 

and the others have more than two. This is because certain words don’t have clear 

signal concept. Usually, they make the hand signal for a word because they see and 

understand it. Words with less variation are words that familiar among them.  

 

 

 

Gambar 4.2 
Variations - When 

Gambar 4.3 
Variations in the level of locations - Animal 
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Number of 

Variation(s) 

Words 

1 (no variation) Dance (menari), kill (membunuh), rain (hujan), river (sungai), 

water (air), salt (asin) 

2 Dirty (kotor), dry (kering), fish (ikan), louse (kutu), sea (laut), tree 

(pohon) 

3 Bad (buruk), Count (menghitung), dog (anjing), grass (rumput), 

green (hijau), ice (es), laugh (tertawa), new (baru), sister (saudara 

perempuan), stone (batu), thin (tipis), when (kapan), wind (angin) 

4 Dull (tumpul), dust (debu), fire (api), grease (lemak), meat 

(daging), person (orang), rope (tali), smooth (halus), star (bintang) 

5 Animal (Binatang), ashes (Abu), die (mati), hunt (berburu), leaf 

(daun) 

6 Sharp (tajam) 

 

For the words dance (menari), kill (membunuh), rain (hujan), river (sungai), 

salt (asin) and water (air) there are no variations. This is caused by the same 

understanding for those words. The deaf people see the movement of dancing is move 

Table 4.1 

Number of Variations from 40 words 
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their hands, so the hand signal for dance (menari) is moving both hands. They also 

think that killing someone is identical with stabbing someone.  

The deaf people see that rain comes from top to bottom, thus the hand signal 

for rain is open hand and moving downward. The words river and water have the 

same signal. The fingers move and flow slowly. They notice that river flows, so the 

signal is the fingers flow and move. And they depict water is flowing also, like what 

they see in river. Its difference is in the movement of the mouth. The mouth will 

move differently for air and sungai. So they can understand what the messages are 

and differentiate the two words. Beside the hand signal, they also notice the 

movement of mouth,. 

The words which have two or three variations are common words usually they 

use for daily conversation. Some of the variations are not significant. It is just a 

difference in movement, location and the using of hand. Those words are fish (ikan), 

dirty (kotor), louse (kutu), dry (kering), sea (laut), count (menghitung), dog (anjing), 

sister (saudara perempuan), stone (batu), thin (tipis) and tree (pohon). Still other 

words have variation in shape and make the words are rich which variations. For 

example, bad (buruk), grass (rumput), green (hijau), ice (es), laugh (tertawa), new 

(baru), when (kapan) and wind (angin).  

An exception is the word die (mati) which has five variations. This word is 

common among deaf people, but they convey different sign. Deaf people see that 

people who die are falls down, lies down and put the hands in front of chest. They 

also understand that people who die is often something injured neck. Because of what 
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they are seeing and understanding, they apply different signs. Usually the words 

which have more than four variations are also used for daily conversation but the deaf 

people can have different concept and subsequent action for the word. Some of the 

variations are not significant. It is just difference in movement, location and the using 

of hand. 

The variations also occur because some of respondents are not familiar with the 

words such as sharp (tajam), tumpul (dull) and grease (lemak). They asked about the 

meaning of the words to the writer when the videos were taken. Usually for the 

uncommon words, they change it to more common words. For an example dull 

(tumpul) was changed to the signal for can’t cut (tidak bisa memotong). 

On the other hand, the  when variations occurthey can’t understand word. For  

example, out of 15 respondents, respondent 1 out of 15 respondents understand the 

word hunt (berburu) as ber-baru (it derives from Indonesian prefix ber- and the word 

baru (new). Another respondent understands this word as buru-buru (hurry). 

Respondent 2 and 3 interpret out the word star (bintang) as animal (binatang). And 

also respondents 2, 11 and 13 understand ashes (abu) as grey (abu-abu). 

  

4.2 Social Background 

This research identified some social background which influenced the hand 

signal variations, such as social class, age and gender. 
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4.2.1 Social Class 

Deaf children interact with their environment first. So, social condition 

influenced their sign. The writer identified social class which influenced deaf 

people such as family condition, for examples parents job and guidance, and 

deaf people education.  

- Family background 

For deaf children, family takes an important place in their 

development. They learn from their family language, how to define their 

environment and character development. Many parents worry about their 

children who are deaf. They want their children to have a good education, 

so they entered their children in a good school which has a high quality in 

teaching deaf children. The difference of family condition also influence 

the choosing of school, because a good school with high quality also 

requires higher income. 

The writer has already interviewed the respondents and collected 

data on their family’s condition. Most of their parents work as public 

servants, private company employees and small entrepreneurs. Based on 

the data, the writer classified them into two family group. There are lower 

lower middle class and upper middle class. 
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Chart 4.1 showed that the variations occuring between lower middle 

and upper middle classes are not really significant. There are only one or 

two variations. This showed that family condition gives a little influence 

in gaining hand signal skills, because there are other factors such as 

educational institution, age and gender. 

But we can see that children from the lower middle family group 

convey more variations than children from upper middle family. This 

might have happened because the family condition influence the school 

that they attended. So the parents are usually busy at work. It is more 

important for their children to go to school because they don’t know how 

Chart 4.2 

Difference variations occur between lower middle and upper middle 

class family 
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to teach deaf children and how to communicate with them easily. They 

surrender the education of their children to educational institution. Since, 

deaf children only perceive their environment through seeing, the children 

convey signal based on what they perceive. 

But parents from upper middle family group think about prestige 

and pay attention to their child’s education. They try to help and guide 

their children in order to have a better life even though they are limited by 

their disability. 

The writer noticed that deaf children who have upper middle class 

family can apply hand signals well. It does not mean that deaf children 

who have lower middle class convey hand signal worse, but the guidance 

of parents helps deaf children to optimize their potential.  

Actually, the family conditions could make a different in the 

decision-making for deaf children school but after that educational 

institution plays an important in teaching the deaf children. 

Parents who convey a little bit sign help deaf children to learn 

common sign. But this does not influence their signal variations because 

the sign which usually used by their parents are just common signs; such 

as eat, drink, take a bath, walk, run, etc. For deaf children, these signs 

have already come up among them, because they can see the activities 

and make sign for that. For an example, respondents 3, 7, and 13 convey 

same signal for several words such as: dirty (kotor), fire (api), rumput 
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(grass), louse (kutu), sister (saudara perempuan), stone (batu), thin (tipis), 

and pohon (tree). But respondent 13 conveys slightly different sign 

because of different types of school background. 

 

- Education 

Most deaf people learn hand signal in school. This is the reason 

why educational institution takes important place in the ability of using 

hand signal. Some schools teach hand signal intensively and the others 

prefer oral communication than signing. 

The writer observed respondents who attended three different 

schools. The first is at a special school for disabled student, the second is 

at a general school and the last is at mixing school means they attended 

special school for several years before moving to general school. But 

none of them attended general school without attending special school. 

The difference of school they attended make them gain various hand 

signals.  

 

  

Number of 

Variation(s) 

Mixing School Special School 

1 Die, grease, green, rope Grease, ice, when, wind 

Table 4.2 

Number of variations based on respondents school 
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2 Animal, dull, laugh, 

sharp 

Grass, meat, person, rope, 

sister, smooth, star, stone, 

thin  

3 - Sharp  

4 - Hunt, leaf  

 

The table 4.2 is about the total of new variations which come up 

among the respondents. There is no standard of hand signal variations, but 

the writer noticed from the signal they convey. If the signal they make is 

different from other respondents, so it is considered as a new signal. The 

variations occuring in respondent who attended special school didn’t occur 

in respondent who attended mixing school. They convey different variations 

from each other. This happens because every school has their own way to 

teach deaf children. Students who study in mixing school, and spend most 

time in general school which uses oral communication rarely use hand signal 

and will get confused when they meet with deaf people who signs. 
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The left respondent attended special school. Only him who convey that 

sign. The right respondent attended mixing school and only him who convey 

that sign. 

Respondent 9 as another example, convey several different signs. This 

is an interesting phenomenon because some of her hand signals are different 

with other respondents.  For the word dust, grass, rope and thin, she used the 

first letter of the word for its sign. Other respondents can show the sign for 

the words. This was also happened in sister and smooth. She conveys both 

her index hands meet and touch ear for signing sister and touch her chin for 

signing smooth. This is because respondent 9 only graduated from junior 

high school in special school.  

 

 

 

 

Gambar 4.4 
Variations - Sharp 
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4.2.2 Age 

This research divided into three groups of age. There are 16-20, 21-25 

and 26-30 years old. 16-20 years old respondents tend to use common 

vocabulary with simple sign. They usually imitate people around them, 

especially for the sign. In this reserach, the writer noticed that 16-20 years 

old respondent tend to convey less variations. 
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We can see the words which have three variations. 21-25 years old 

respondents sign with convey more variations than 16-20 years old 

respondent or 26-30 years old respondents. The words are ashes, bad, dull, 
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 Number of variations based on group of age 
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dust, grass, grease, green, ice, meat, new, person, rope, sharp, sister, 

smooth, star, thin, when, wind. This may be because deaf people in this age 

are learning and perceiving information more than in the teen years. They 

started to join in the community and have communication with other deaf 

members. So they also start to define the environment surround them and 

learn more about hand signal.  

Some of them also work and have communication with hearing people. 

This can enrich their sign more because hearing people tend to understand 

gesture and body movement more than hand signal.  

For the words such as: animal, ashes, die, dirty, dog, dull, dust, green, 

laugh, leaf, new, person, sharp, tree, and when, the younger deaf person use 

less variations than older deaf person. This may be because younger deaf 

imitate the signs that have already existed and are commonly used among 

them. They also like to use common signals used in their community, so that 

they can communicate easier. On the other hand, older deaf people more 

understand the meaning of those words and have different concept of the 

words. This make older deaf people can convey more variations.  

For the words count, fire, fish, hunt, louse, river, rope, sea, smooth, 

and star, younger deaf people convey more variations than older deaf 

people. This might be happened because they have different perception and 

what they understand are different from each other. For the example is the 

word smooth (halus),  16-20 years old respondents touch their hair to explain 
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this word. It seems like instinctive language come up among them because 

they think that hair is smooth, so the hand signal for smooth is also related 

with hair. So does the word star (bintang), more variations happen in 16-20 

years old respondents because of their different understanding. Some of 

them convey the signal as like a flash of light and others convey it as the 

shape of star. It depends on what they are perceiving. 

 

4.2.3 Gender 

The writer noticed that deaf men in the community tend to convey 

more variations. 
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From the chart 4.2, we know that men convey more variations than 

women. For 14 words, men have higher number of variations than women. 

There are only five words in which men have less variations than women. It 

is for the words which could have many interpretations and depend on the 

understanding of each person. This is because women tend to use facial 

Chart 4.4 

 Difference variations based on gender 
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expression and be patient in conversation. So they noticed the hand signal 

and use it to communicate with other. 

The most significant different variation is for the word number 31 

sharp (tajam). Among women there occured just two variations and among 

men six variations. For the word number 15 grease (lemak), between women 

and men there are three different variations. For the words animal (number 

1), die (number 6), dull (number 10), and wind (number 40), between 

women and men there are only two different variations. 

Men also often give no comment for the words listed in the table, they 

are not only familiar with the words but also are in a hurry to sign the words.  

 

 

Gender Word which respondent didn’t give comment 

Men Animal, count, dance, hunt, river, salt 

Women Animal, count, sharp 

 

 The table 4.4 showed that men convey more words without comment. 

It is six words compare with three for women or about 66,67% from those 

words. 

 

 

Table 4.3 

Number of variations based on words without comment 
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4.3 The Impact of the Variation 

From the observation, several variations which occured among deaf people 

could make them confused. Moreover the differences happen because they only see 

the signal. For an example, an older deaf person has conversation with ayoung deaf 

person. Sometimes he has difficulty to have conversation because the young deaf 

children is still learning hand signal and using simple language. The young deaf 

children tend to use body movement and facial expression than signing. On the other 

hand, it is also hard for young deaf children to have conversation with older deaf 

people because they use more specific vocabulary. For an example young deaf people 

only know school (sekolah). In fact there is not just school but college, course, 

homeschooling, etc. 

All respondents answer that they have experienced missunderstanding when 

they have conversation with other deaf people. This occur because of unclear sign, 

quick movement, and different sign. In interview, one respondent has experienced 

about asked her friend why she didn’t come to class yesterday. But her friend 

answered something about her house and didn’t answer appropriately. This may be 

happened because of unclear sign and quick movement. The listener didn’t really 

understand the sign and the speaker was signing quickly. 

On the other hand, similar sign also can cause missunderstanding. For example 

fire and water. Both signals are open hand and upward. But the movement of mouth 

and facial expression can help them to understand what word is conveying. If a deaf 
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person signing this word quickly without using facial expression, a misunderstanding 

will happen.  

But they can overcome this problem by learning from each other. They can ask 

thers if they don’t understand. For an example, younger deaf people use the word 

can’t cut and older deaf people use dull (tumpul) to explain something that can’t cut. 

So, when the older deaf people use the hand signal dull, the young deaf people may 

ask the meaning of the word. This helps them to gain more hand signals. They also 

may ask hearing people who understand the word more for information on its usage. 

Respondent 11 as an example, have texting conversations with hearing people 

to learn new words or vocabulary. If she doesn’t understand the meaning of a word, 

she would ask. In this way, she has two advantages. First, she can learn new words 

and second she can learn Indonesian grammar. For deaf people to be active is 

important. They should ask and learn more to gain themselves with knowledge and 

language. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


